Easy Stripper
Part# 47020

Please Note: The Easy Stripper is for light use only. For regular or heavy duty use, please see the Copper Wire Stripper Jr. or the motorized Copper Wire Stripper.

Strip the cover off your scrap wire in minutes with the Easy Stripper! Increase your earnings on every single job you complete. Don’t remove your copper wire with the cover still on. Remove the cover in minutes with the Easy Stripper and get 300% more money for your scrap wire. It’s that simple!

Features
- Less than 10% the price of a standard motorized wire stripper
- Powered by any normal power drill
- Get 300% more money for returning your wire uncovered
- Way easier and faster than using your knife!
- Environmentally friendly - no burning required

SPECS

Wire Size 14-4/0 AWG

RELATED PRODUCTS

COPPER WIRE STRIPPER JR. Part No. 47030

CROCS' NEEDLE NOSE WIRE STRIPPERS Part No. 47000